
ziva
collaborative lounge
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ziva

letting collaboration take any shape

Few furniture styles are as ever-amenable as Ziva. It effortlessly flows throughout any open workspace, letting collaboration of all kinds  
form naturally at every turn, twist, and corner. This flexible family was made to move around and stay as nimble as it is beautiful. 
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come one, come all

Ziva is open when it needs to be, and private when quiet concentration is more important. Gradual curves and 
clean lines invite groups to huddle up, while upholstered surrounds block out the distractions. Tablet arms 
add a convenient working surface, and built-in electronic stations prove that charging isn’t limited to the wall.  
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sets the stage for great work

Ziva’s clean, modern, geometric lines and shapes let the work and collaboration that happens here shine. Subtle, 
precise horizontal stitching and contemporary hard surfaces are the difference between simple and sophisticated.
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ziva

clean lines in every form

Build interest and openness with precisely curved pieces, or create more defined spaces with straight edges.  
Ziva’s modular design lets creativity flourish in any work environment, both in form and in feeling. 

Details matter, and Ziva doesn’t overlook a single one.  Foot Options Adjustable, easy-to-level metal feet and optional casters are a critical part 
of the collection’s ability to quickly change from one configuration to another.  Tables Lightly scaled tables in both occasional and work heights 
are easy to pull up or put away. Available in veneer or white solid surface finishes.  Fabrics All fabrics run railroaded.
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Ziva designed by David Allan Pesso

ziva

freestanding lounge

benches & ottomans coffee tables work height tables

privacy surrounds modular lounge


